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Executive summary
Since launching, Covid Aid has achieved a tremendous amount in just 
one year to support those people in the UK most significantly affected by 
Covid-19. We have become a fully-fledged community, that continues to 
provide a vital range of support to individuals and organisations when 
required during a time of social and economic upheaval created by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. In return, we have received support that has 
allowed us to flourish. 

Crucially, we have reached more than 107,000 people who have visited 
our website to access our services, information, advice, and support. We 
provided all this in our first year while spending less than the average UK 
full-time salary of £31,000. Astounding value for money in terms of the 
demonstrable impact achieved, it makes a strong case for substantial 
further funding – with which we could support hundreds of thousands of 
people across the UK over the next year. 

In this, our first Annual Report, you will see all that we have achieved – and 
witness the impact that we have made. This would not be possible without 
the people at the very core of the charity – 62 amazing and talented 
volunteers who have donated their time and skills to us. Each and every 
one of these individuals has helped shape Covid Aid into the vital 
supportive organisation it is today. 

It is an extraordinary result as a brand new charity, but we are also aware 
of how many millions throughout the UK are being affected by issues such 
as Long Covid, grief and bereavement, trauma, and much more. There is 
so much more we can do to provide support for them in our second year.  

Our charity was created in response to a continuing emergency, with a 
focus on short-term assistance but also recognising that there would be a 
need for support in the medium and longer term, especially as attention 
and resources shifted elsewhere. We have arguably arrived at that time in 
the UK, where hundreds are still dying every week and 1.8 million are 
affected by Long Covid. Yet, there is little to no recognition of Long Covid in 
many public spheres. 

This inaugural Annual Report is a chance to celebrate the fantastic efforts 
of all involved with Covid Aid – whether as a volunteer, ambassador, 
trustee, expert panel member, community member, organisational 
partner, or a combination of all of these. It also recognises why we have 
been needed – and how we can continue to support others in the future. 
Thanks so much to everyone who has built Covid Aid up to what it is today 
– anything you can do from this moment on will make a vital difference in 
our efforts to support all those significantly affected by Covid-19 in the UK. 

– Michael MacLennan, Founder and Chief Executive, May 2022
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https://www.independent.co.uk/news/health/long-covid-symptoms-latest-rise-ons-b2052780.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/health/long-covid-symptoms-latest-rise-ons-b2052780.html
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At a glance: 1st year outcomes
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Assembled first-class 
Expert Panel and 

Trustee Board with 
diverse range of skills 

and lived experience

Impact for Covid Aid  
Community Members

Provided free courses, expert 
Q&As, tailored groups, 

professional counselling, 
listening support, and more

Shortlisted for multiple awards 
including Charity of the Year at 

the Scottish Charity Awards

Co-created innovative online 
Support Community with 

wealth of self-management 
resources and expert support

More than

175
Advice & Info articles 

published

107k
people supported 

by online hub

More than

3000+
new hub visitors 

every week

In 2022

62
People actively 

volunteering

In total 

Exceeded

247k
page views on our 

website

More than

100
People started 

fundraisers
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At a glance: 1st year impact
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Maria: “Covid Aid and its Support Community 
really is phenomenal; the community is so 

helpful. It really did come into my life at the 
point I needed it the most.”

Louisa: “Thank you so much for our chat today. 
I wasn't sure what to expect at all before I 
dialled in, but I can't tell you how much I 
needed that chat today and you were so 
helpful giving me lots of resources and things.”

Chrissy: “Do you know, someone just 
replying and understanding means the 
world to me. I just feel so lost and alone 

and tired of all of this so thank you for 
reaching out to me – it’s so nice to have 

someone who cares in my corner.”

Elaine: “I am so glad I found this charity. It 
has stopped me from feeling like I am 
mad or just a weak person… I came here 
to meet others in my situation as well as 
to try and get some answers.”Gillian: “Finding Covid Aid 

has been a huge relief and 
has allowed me to channel 
my grief in a different way.”

Adam: “This is a Community 
where you can ask a question, 

and you're going to get a 
response. You’re not alone.”

Kerry: “Covid Aid is an 
excellent idea. I think it's 
really well managed, it's 
evolving all the time in 
the right direction.”

Amanda: “Covid Aid are very 
much champions of people. They 

are sharing information and 
supporting other organisations in 

a really helpful way. Covid Aid 
provides a centralised place for 

all Covid-19 resources which 
continues to be useful.”

David: “Covid Aid is a great 
resource and hub, supported 

by an excellent staff team”
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Why was Covid Aid set up?
Background  

Covid-19 fundamentally altered the lives of people all over the UK – and continues to do so. Factors include: 

• The sheer scale of the number of deaths (over 178,000 by May 2022) 

• The number of people experiencing persistent Long Covid symptoms (1.8 million in May 2022) 

• The direct and indirect effects on mental and physical health and wellbeing for millions 

• The communities and groups disproportionately hit, increasing social and economic inequality 

• The financial effects experienced throughout the nation, leading into the increased cost of living 

With no UK-wide charity specifically dedicated to supporting those affected by the pandemic, there was an 
urgent and ongoing need to fill this gap. 

Need 

The public and social sectors, charities, community groups, and other organisations have been doing amazing 
work in this challenging time. However, an event of this lasting magnitude required a dedicated organisation 
that could ensure a connected and holistic approach. This involved organisations working collaboratively to 
identify and fill the gaps within service provision – and an innovative forward-thinking national charity at the 
centre to coordinate these efforts, and direct anyone requiring support in the right direction. 

6covid:aid Annual Report 2022

https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/details/deaths?areaType=overview&areaName=United%20Kingdom
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/conditionsanddiseases/articles/coronaviruscovid19latestinsights/infections


Covid Aid is the UK national charity 
dedicated to supporting all those 

significantly affected by Covid-19. We 
are here for people throughout the 

pandemic and beyond.
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Who do we help?
As the UK’s national Covid-19 charity, Covid Aid has dedicated itself over 
the past year to delivering the widest possible range of support to 
people who have been significantly affected, including: 

• Those living with Long Covid 

• Those experiencing grief, bereavement and loss 

• Those whose have been traumatised by Covid-19 

• Groups disproportionately hit by the effects of the pandemic 

• Those affected by a variety of other issues including loneliness, 
isolation, financial hardship, vaccine and treatment issues, and in 
others ways 

We recognise that people have been affected in similar ways which 
branch out to unique experiences – and that there is an opportunity 
to create connections which bring us together, providing support, 
and showing a path forward. 

As part of our mission we also aim to support, complement and boost 
other organisations, creating a collaborative platform that combines 
services to enhance our collective impact.

8
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Outputs: What did we do?
Exponential growth as a charity 

Within our first year it was crucial that we established a strong and sustainable 
structure to grow from. Key to this was that we: 

• Began our journey equipped with an innovative startup strategy, officially 
launching the charity in May 2021 

• Assembled a brilliant Board of Trustees and formed an impressive Expert 
Panel to provide oversight and guidance 

• Involved 62 excellent individuals in a voluntary capacity to shape and build 
the charity and hired amazing team members for our ‘Head of’ roles 

• Built a first-class website hub which is A+ for accessibility 

• Grew the charity carefully to the highest standards – expanding core 
capacity to deliver information, advice, supportive services, and much more 

• Forged collaborative relationships with key stakeholders – from healthcare 
providers and major charities to grassroots groups and new non-profits

9
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Outputs: Online hub
It was crucial to launch with an online hub that provided a safe 
haven amongst the misinformation and toxicity that has been rife 
online. Our website enables visitors to locate medically proven 
support, expert advice and information, and to know they can 
place their trust in the resources we have created and shared. 

For covidaidcharity.org we partnered with website and design house 
Tuck Shop, as well as copywriting agency Freshly Ground Copy, to 
produce a first-class experience which has received an A+ from 
Google for accessibility. It was key for us that anyone visiting could 
easily find the support that they required. 

Our strategy focussed first on our Get Help section, which links to 
more than 85 sources of information and support for individuals and 
organisations across a wide range of needs. Using analytics from 
this, alongside hundreds of contact requests, we were then able to 
launch our Advice & Info section in the autumn. (More on this in a 
second!) We then added our innovative Support Community as we 
identified and subsequently co-designed the types of support that 
were needed, addressing symptoms and challenges related to Long 
Covid, grief and bereavement, and any other issues. 
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http://covidaidcharity.org
https://freshlygroundcopy.com/
https://covidaidcharity.org/get-help
https://covidaidcharity.org/advice-and-information
https://community.covidaidcharity.org/
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Outputs: Advice & info
Advice & Information hubs 

We built a formidable Advice & Info section in a short space of time, covering 
topics ranging from Long Covid and bereavement to variants and vaccines. 
For all articles, we commissioned and published recognised experts and 
those with direct experience. This ensures that visitors can rely upon the 
information they are provided and encourages them to explore the wider 
resources on the website and use the support services on offer. We also 
provide dedicated Advice, Information, and Support hubs for Long Covid, Grief 
and Bereavement, and the National Day of Reflection (which was ranked top 
of Google search results due to quality of content and design). 

Covid Matters podcast 
Throughout more than 25 episodes of our Covid Matters podcast we have 
spoken to a variety of experts – including representatives from Marie Curie, 
Relate, the Resolution Foundation, Trinity College Dublin, the Royal College of 
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, and much more. The podcast provides 
fascinating and reliable insights on a range of Covid-related issues.
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https://covidaidcharity.org/advice-and-information
https://covidaidcharity.org/long-covid
https://covidaidcharity.org/covid-grief-bereavement-loss
https://covidaidcharity.org/covid-grief-bereavement-loss
https://covidaidcharity.org/covid-national-day-of-reflection
https://covidaidcharity.org/podcast
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Outputs: Advice & info
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Outputs: Support Community
We launched the covid:aid Covid Support Community towards the end of 2021, carefully 
nourishing its growth and increasing our focus as we added resources and capabilities. 

The Support Community is a professionally-managed safe space for those affected by a 
variety of Covid-related issues. Our largest and most active groups focus on Long Covid 
and Grief & Bereavement. It is a vetted platform which avoids the toxicity and widespread 
misinformation on social media and online, providing  a positive and trustworthy alternative. 

Our Community is instrumental in leading on the platform’s production and development – 
making it truly unique and tailored, and empowering members in the process. Core features 
of the Community include: 

• Expert-hosted courses providing advice and support on Long Covid issues such as 
breathlessness, fatigue, and smell loss, as well as on managing grief and stress – 
produced with partners including Cruse, Abscent, Air Physiotherapy, and more 

• Live Q&A events providing information and advice, and answering questions provided by 
the Community 

• Groups providing peer support for major topics as well as niche issues 

• 1-to-1 professional support for all joining members, ensuring we can point them to the 
right place to find resources and services

13

https://community.covidaidcharity.org/
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Outputs: Support Community
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Chrissy: “Do you know, someone just replying and 
understanding means the world to me. I just feel 
so lost and alone and tired of all of this so thank 
you for reaching out to me – it’s so nice to have 

someone who cares in my corner.”

Elaine: “I am so glad I found this 
charity. It has stopped me from 

feeling like I am mad or just a weak 
person… I came here to meet others 
in my situation as well as to try and 

get some answers.”

Gillian: “Finding Covid Aid has been a 
huge relief and has allowed me to 

channel my grief in a different way.”
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Outputs: Heroes & Loss walls
In October we launched Covid Heroes, a place for people to nominate 
anyone they know who has done great things for others since the 
pandemic began. 

Then in December, we launched our Covid Loss wall, which provides a safe 
space for people to grieve any loss suffered as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic – whether a loved one, a job, a relationship, or anything else.

15

https://covidaidcharity.org/covidheroes
https://covidaidcharity.org/covidloss
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Outputs: Our organisation
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At the beginning of 2021, 
there was an idea. A year 
later there have been 
more than 60 amazing 
and talented people 
volunteering their time 
and shaping Covid Aid – 
ensuring it provides the 
highest quality of support.
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Outcomes: what was achieved?
Within the space of our first year we: 

• Reached more than 107,000 people with our website hub, with more than 
247,000 views of supportive content; 

• Produced an in-depth Advice & Info section with more than 175 articles on a 
diverse range of Covid-related issues. This section has received more than 
53,000 page views to date; 

• Supported more than 680 members who received 1-to-1 tailored support 
through the covid:aid Covid Support Community, where they enrolled in 
Courses, took part in Live Q&As, joined Groups, accessed resources, and  
much more; 

• Established our comprehensive Get Help service which points to over 80 
different and high-quality sources of support, and has received more than 
7000 page views to date; 

• Gained 1700+ listeners for our Covid Matters podcast; 

• Offered professional online bereavement counselling via our website for 
anyone affected by loss

17

https://covidaidcharity.org/
https://covidaidcharity.org/advice-and-information
https://community.covidaidcharity.org/
https://covidaidcharity.org/get-help
https://covidaidcharity.org/podcast
https://covidaidcharity.org/covid-bereavement-support
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Other outcomes within our first year: 

• Shortlisted for multiple awards including Charity of the Year at the Scottish 
Charity Awards, at the StartUp Awards National Series, and more; 

• Covid Aid and its founder were personally congratulated by a cross-party 
Scottish Parliament motion; 

• Co-partnered with digital studio Hactar to conduct Lottery-funded 
workshops and research, aimed at producing a pioneering services toolkit 
on Long Covid for other charities, healthcare providers, and organisations; 

• Gave input into the NHS-funded assessment tool My Long COVID Needs, 
within Asthma & Lung UK’s Working Group; 

• Produced a report for MPs of the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group on 
Universal Credit about the experiences of those with Long Covid;  

• Our #CovidHeroes wall paid tribute to everyday heroes across the UK, and 
our #CovidLoss wall provided a space to acknowledge losses; 

• Established key partnerships with the NHS, Asthma & Lung UK, Marie Curie, 
Relate, National Voices, and many more great organisations and groups

18

Outcomes: what was achieved?

https://scvo.scot/scottish-charity-awards
https://scvo.scot/scottish-charity-awards
https://www.nationalstartupawards.com/
https://covidaidcharity.org/news-and-insights/scottish-parliament-motion-congratulations
https://hactar.is/
https://covidaidcharity.org/news-and-insights/long-covid-service-toolkit-weeknote-4
https://covidaidcharity.org/news-and-insights/long-covid-service-toolkit-weeknote-4
https://mylongcovid.org.uk/
https://covidaidcharity.org/news-and-insights/long-covid-universal-credit-report
https://covidaidcharity.org/covidheroes
https://covidaidcharity.org/covidloss
https://covidaidcharity.org/news-and-insights/covid-aid-collaborates-with-british-lung-foundation-on-my-long-covid-needs
https://covidaidcharity.org/advice-and-information/national-day-of-reflection-marie-curie-grief-bereavement
https://covidaidcharity.org/advice-and-information/speak-to-loved-ones-covid-loss-grief-bereavement
https://www.nationalvoices.org.uk/blogs/why-covidaid-building-collaborative-charity-platform-support-organisations-around-covid
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Impact: The difference we made
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To measure our impact in our first year we surveyed our Support Community, collating 35 responses to build an understanding of why they 
joined, what they have accessed, and the difference it has made.
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Impact: The difference we made
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To measure our impact in our first year we surveyed our Support Community, collating 35 responses to build an understanding of why they 
joined, what they have accessed, and the difference it has made.
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Adam’s Covid Aid story
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Adam is a member of the Covid Aid Support Community 
with Long Covid, who found positive mutual support 

He contracted Covid-19 in October 2021, becoming very unwell 
and had an extended stay on ICU.  Since then, Adam has 
experienced some post-Covid complications including clots on 
his lungs.  He is now recovering at home, spending time learning 
as much as he can about his new condition, how to manage his 
symptoms, and how to speed up his recovery.  

“My heart and lungs have taken an absolute beating. My oxygen 
levels are not average for someone of my ages, not even 
average for someone of 87! There is so much to learn about the 
effects on your body. A couple of months ago, I found this 
community at Covid Aid and I was very much a silent watcher on 
that for a while!”  

Playing a part in supporting others  

As Adam grew in confidence, he started to interact with the 
community.  “I've just been on the Covid Aid community and 
trying to help others. The daily management of it is hard, 
learning to trust your body again because you’ve been through 
so much. The emotional side of having been in ICU and learning 
to live outside of the hospital is intense, if I can help someone else 
with that then I will.”  

“This is a community where you can ask a question, and you're 
going to get a response.  You’re not alone. If you’re having 
breathing problems, having trouble walking, having fatigue, you 
know what? It’s normal. There are people on there who will say 
“this can help, doing this can help, taking this can help. We are  
all real people that have gone through this: you are not the  
only one. That is one of the most encouraging things about  
the community.”

covid:aid Annual Report 2022
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Maria’s Covid Aid story
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Maria is a loyal supporter and volunteer of Covid Aid 

“Dad caught Covid-19 last July and passed away very suddenly. Dad had 
complex health problems including diabetes and rheumatoid arthritis but I 
had been his carer throughout the pandemic and we had managed to 
keep him safe.  He was vaccinated and boosted, and starting to feel more 
confident in getting out of the house once more.  Sadly, he did catch 
COVID and passed away within a week.”  

Three months after he died Maria was finding it very difficult to come to 
terms with what had happened, and her family were going to hold a 
memorial service for her Father. One of Maria’s friends suggested she turn 
it into an opportunity to mark his memory through helping a charity. It was 
also due to be her birthday so instead of gifts, she asked for donations.  

“Lots of people didn’t know that Dad had died, and I really wanted to help 
others going through the same.”  

Finding hope in grief  

The fundraiser raised a significant amount of money in Maria’s Dad’s 
memory to help others. After finding out more about the work of Covid 
Aid, Maria describes feeling ‘blown away’ and started using it as a 
resource to help her overcome her grief.  

“It really is phenomenal; the community is so helpful. It really did come 
into my life at the point I needed it the most.”  

Maria started listening to the podcast, finding she could dip in and out, 
adjusting to how she was feeling. Through Covid Aid, Maria was signposted 
to Cruse whose resources also helped. Now she volunteers, including 
helping with the weekly virtual coffee morning.  She enjoys finding purpose 
in being a listening ear for those who need it. 

Since finding Covid Aid and being part of the community, Maria has begun 
to find she is feeling more positive and able to deal with her grief day to 
day, all at her own pace.
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Aiding organisations
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Amanda Watson is the NHS England Long Covid Project Lead at 
Asthma and Lung UK 

The project primarily focuses on the health impacts of Covid-19 but does also 
consider support more broadly including helping people with benefits, personal 
finance, and emotional wellbeing.  “Since the beginning of the pandemic, people 
were contacting our support line who had Covid-19 or Long Covid so the 
organisation had gathered a huge amount of data around the needs of people. 
They wanted to put that into use and so the Long Covid project was developed.”  

The project: My Long Covid Needs 

My Long Covid Needs’ objective was to develop a tool to support people who 
have Long Covid with their symptom management. However, the project also 
developed a collaborative approach with other third sector organisations –
 including Covid Aid – to help maximise knowledge sharing within the sector.    

“The collaboration has been really important. None of us are experts because 
it is such a fragmented, and new, condition. We can’t do it by ourselves. 
Asthma and Lung UK have expertise in conditions which affect the lungs but 
Long Covid is so much more than that. We must recognise that there are others 
that have broader expertise in other parts of the condition – and work with them 
to improve care.”

A primary part of Covid Aid’s purpose has been to work in partnership 
and collaboration with other organisations and groups, forming a 
network which can provide added support for stretched services

Amanda on the impact of Covid Aid  

“Covid Aid are very much champions of people.  They are sharing 
information and supporting other organisations in a really helpful way. 
Covid Aid provides a centralised place for all Covid-19 resources which 
continues to be useful.  Even though our project is coming to an end, the 
collaborative group is carrying on. All of us have learned from each other.”  

Amanda has seen Covid Aid become a key voice in advocacy for people 
with Long Covid.  “In terms of patient support, I see Covid Aid as our voice on 
the ground. They are the ones gathering all the latest Covid research and 
messages that are useful for the people we support. We can help those with 
conditions affecting their lungs and provide insight into policy changes but 
Covid Aid can offer support to the community which pulls people together.”  

As well as supporting patients, Amanda has found it useful to refer 
colleagues and other healthcare professionals to the Covid Aid resources.  
“It is so important that healthcare professionals have up to date information 
so they can understand the differences in Covid symptoms and treatment.” 

https://mylongcovid.org.uk/
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Our amazing fundraisers
We simply would not have been able to achieve what we have – and made such a 

substantial positive impact for people across the UK – were it not for our fundraisers.

24

As a new charity with no big-money donors, it was primarily those raising money for us who enabled us to 
build our range of supportive services, advice, and information. A massive thanks to you all!
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Financial facts & figures
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9%
10%

45%

36%

Donations Events & In Memory
Grants & Services Corporate Donations

Income

10%
8%

13%

35%

34%

Digital Platforms Cost of Labour
Operations & Admin Tools Advertising 
Fundraising

Outgoings
1 April 2021-31 March 2022

Total Income £46,009

Total Expenditures £33,911

Reserves built up £10,879.07

Through a precise and prudent financial approach, we 
achieved a tremendous amount for under £31,000 – less 

than a single full-time UK average salary. 

We were also able to build a six-month reserve of core 
running costs to insulate against any drops in income due to 

the external environment (such as attention shifting away 
from Covid), ensuring our stability and sustainability during 

uncertain periods. We also retain a flexible financial 
approach where we can quickly increase or decrease 

outgoings in response to shifts in income. 

(Note: These figures are undergoing independent examination and subject to change –  
please contact us if you wish to receive details upon completion)

https://covidaidcharity.org/contact
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What lies ahead?
From day one, Covid Aid has been built as a charity here for the longer term – 
recognising that the effects of the coronavirus pandemic will be with us for years to 
come. 

This was a necessity, knowing that other groups were quickly set up to provide an 
immediate response – meaning that they may then struggle to operate effectively 
beyond the short term – and that existing organisations both large and small would 
have to pivot back towards their core missions. This meant that the level of support 
would diminish even with millions of people across the UK still in need. 

This has been borne out. More than 1.8 million people in the UK are living with Long 
Covid, hundreds of thousands of families and loved ones grieve those close to them, 
with the vast scale of trauma and other issues underreported. The situation goes on 
with hundreds dying each week and thousands more becoming severely ill. 

As we move into our second year, it is vital that we continue to provide the extra 
support required, and that we ensure continued awareness and visibility while attention 
shifts elsewhere. It is only with increased funding in our second year that we will be able 
to provide the vital support needed for hundreds of thousands of people across the UK. 

Please donate, get involved, and help us to help the UK however you can.

26

https://covidaidcharity.org/donate
https://covidaidcharity.org/support-us
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Thanks for reading!
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Find us at: 

covidaidcharity.org  

facebook.com/covidaidcharity  
twitter.com/covidaidcharity 

instagram.com/covidaidcharity  
linkedin.com/company/covidaidcharity  

If you have questions or suggestions please email hello@covidaidcharity.org 

https://covidaidcharity.org/
https://www.facebook.com/covidaidcharity/
https://twitter.com/covidAIDcharity
https://www.instagram.com/covidaidcharity/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/covidaidcharity/
mailto:hello@covidaidcharity.org
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• Peter Dempsie 
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• Kelsey Hague 
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• Dr Mikael Leidenhag 

• Skupie Mhlandhla 

• Gemma Nimmo 

• Winifred Okpanku 

• Emily Olive 

• Gavin Perrett 

• Nicola Scott 

• Ed Sexton 

• Harshvi Shah 

• Lilly Short 

• Ahmad Shoushaa 

• Morgan Simpson 

• Julia Spencer 

• Jocelyn Tsang 

• Maria Vernillo 

• Frances Woisin 

* = former
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A massive thanks to everyone who has been a part of Covid Aid so far!
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Appendix: extra details
• Report version date: 20 June 2022 

• Charity name: Covid Aid  

• Charity number: SC050843  

• Charitable purposes (as stated on OSCR registration): “For the relief 
of the physical and mental sickness of persons in need due to being 
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, in particular by the provision of 
information, advice, means of discussion with professionals and 
peers, advocacy, research, and other means of support intended to 
improve physical and mental health and wellbeing.” 

• Charity’s principal address: 3/1 430 St Vincent Street, Glasgow, G38EU  

• Type of governing document: SCIO Governing Constitution 

• Donated services and facilities: None 

• Trustee recruitment and appointment process: We advertise for 
specific positions online and through digital channels, and invite 
applications. The appointment process includes interviews with both 
the Founder and other trustees, with the full Board of Trustees 
approving any appointment at the subsequent Quarterly meeting 

• Reserves Policy 

The reserves that we have set aside provide financial stability and the 
means for the development of our principal activity.  We intend to 
maintain our reserves at a level which is at least equivalent to six 
months of continued core work, recognising that our charity is set up to 
be flexible amidst an uncertain and changing pandemic – meaning 
that we should invest in providing supportive services in the short term, 
while being able to quickly adjust our outgoings should the external 
environment change and income be subsequently affected. 

This core work refers to the management of our Support Community 
and groups contained within, the maintenance and upkeep of our 
website, its Advice and Information section, and other digital channels, 
and the ability to provide a basic level of tailored supportive services to 
our community, those who get in contact, and who visit us. 

The Board regularly reviews the amount of reserves that are required to 
ensure that they are adequate to fulfill our continuing obligations, and 
generally do so on a Quarterly basis – though will do on a monthly basis 
when our reserves are below this figure.
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